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ABSTRACT
Remote sensing and Geographical Information System (GIS) offers an abundant opportunity to monitor and manage

natural resources at multi-temporal, multi-spectral and multi-spatial resolution. It is an urgent need to understand the

specialized capabilities of an ever-expanding array of image sources and analysis techniques for natural resource

managers. In this article, we compile the various image analysis tools that can be used for natural resource

management (agriculture, water, forest, soil, natural hazards). Comparative study of different tools was done, and

importance of each tool was highlighted. The bibliographic study of the tools shows that the Google Earth Engine is

being used nowadays for the image analysis because of its wide area of coverage. Finding shows that Global Mapper is

used mainly for the 3D analysis, ENVI (The Environment for Visualizing Images) for beginners, hyper spectral image

and Google Earth Engine (GGE) for the wide area analysis, multi spectral image and free of cost. This information is

useful for the natural resource managers to understand and more effectively collaborate with remote sensing scientists

to develop and apply remote sensing science to achieve monitoring objectives.
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BACKGROUND

A Geographic Information System (GIS) captures, stores, 
analyses, manages, and presents data, which is linked to 
locations or having spatial distribution. It is a computer-based 
system that provides four sets of capabilities to handle 
georeferenced data. These are: graphic data and attribute data, 
GPS (Global Positioning System), plotter, network, CD-ROM 
drive, printer and software which links all the equipment to run 
properly. GIS provides a valuable tool for information analysis, 
automated mapping and data integration. The powerful GIS 
software, tools in problem-oriented systems, provides direct and 
easy access to large volumes of data. It supports their interactive 
analysis and helps to display and interpret results in a format 
directly understandable and useful for decision making 
processes.

A GIS can manage different data types occupying the same 
geographic space. The major advantage of GIS is that it can read 
and analyze different layers of spatial information in the form of 
maps and satellite images easily and allows identifying the spatial 
relationships. The objective of GIS is to help and assert in 
decision making processes for the management and effective 
conservation of natural resources. Remote Sensing (RS) 
technology has been developed well ahead of GIS technology. 
RS acquires information about material objects from 
measurements made at a distance, without coming into physical 
contact with the object. Usually, an aircraft or satellite does the 
process.

Remote sensing technology may be divided into three phases are;

• Data collection from a sensor mounted on a platform e.g., a
satellite

• Data handling
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• Data interpretation which end up in generating some
thematic maps of the investigated surfaces.

Google Earth Engine (GGE)

Google Earth Engine (GEE) which was launched in 2010 is a
cloud-based computing platform that uses Google’s
infrastructure to facilitate access to geospatial data and its
processing [7]. This platform requires an account to access, and
it is free for educational and research purposes.

GEE’s goals are:

• To have a dynamic platform that facilitates the development of
algorithms on a large scale.

• To promote high-impact research by providing free and open
access.

• To be part of the progress and solutions to the global demand
and management of big data [8,9].

GEE has a vast catalog on a petabyte scale. It gathers 
information from Landsat, Sentinel, and MODIS satellites and 
data on climate models, temperature, and geophysical 
characteristics [7,10]. Its intuitive interface has a code editor, 
which is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for the 
JavaScript programming language [11,12]. It also has a graphic 
window for the user to see the processes conducted. In addition, 
it can also work in Phyton, and others through the Earth Engine 
library and R [13-16]. Finally, it also has a version with a simple 
interface known as “Explorer” for users with little experience in 
programming languages. Both options allow the entry of local 
data and the export of information for subsequent processing or 
visualization within Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
software, such as QGIS (Version 3.28), and ArcGIS Pro (Version 
3.1.2), among others[17,18].

Research methodologies are constantly changing and innovated 
to construct knowledge [1]. In the area of geoscience and remote 
sensing, GEE has become a powerful tool for remote sensing, 
given its multiple applications in fields such as agricultural 
productivity, vegetation monitoring, grassland monitoring, 
mangrove mapping, land use and cover, risk and disaster 
management, islands of heat, surface temperature, forest fires, 
bathymetry, applications show the GEE platform’s potential to 
manage large data sets and contribute to the development of 
scientific research [9,19-28].

Many researchers have analyzed Google Earth Engine’s potential 
multiple applications in recent years. Studied the literature 
published between 2011 and 2017 to present the platform’s uses, 
trends, and potential since its inception [8]. On the other hand, 
conducted a systematic review of GEE in geographic big data 
applications [29]. Likewise, used articles from the Web of 
Science (WoS) Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE) and 
Social Citation Index (SSCI) to study the development of the 
scientific production of the Google Earth (GE) and GEE 
platforms through a scientometric analysis [30]. The studies 
above provide relevant information while focusing on systematic 
and scientometric literature reviews of the different GEE 
applications. Bibliometric analysis helps identify gaps and 
directions of research in a particular area [31]. Moreover, it 
offers objective results, which help understand the knowledge 
area’s impact and influence while identifying the publications’ 
evolution [32].
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A remote sensing system using electromagnetic radiation has 
four components-a source, interactions with the earth's surface, 
interaction with the atmosphere and a sensor. The source of 
electromagnetic radiation may be natural, like the sun's reflected 
light or the earth's emitted heat, or man-made microwave radar. 
Earth's surface interaction, that is the amount and 
characteristics of radiation emitted or reflected from the earth's 
surface, is dependent upon the characteristics of the objects. 
Electromagnetic energy passing through the atmosphere is 
distorted and scattered, treated as atmospheric interaction, and 
the electromagnetic radiation that has interacted with the 
atmosphere and the surface of the earth is recorded by a sensor, 
such as a radiometer or camera.

Remote Sensing (RS) has begun to develop rapidly, with the 
advantages of abundant information, short period, and fast 
access and diversified means, so it is widely favored by 
researchers [1]. At present, obtaining land use and land cover 
information through remote sensing technology has become one 
of the key contents in the field of land use/land cover change 
[2]. Accurate remote sensing image analysis and recognition can 
become an important helper for the sustainable use of land 
resources. Land use and land cover are very significant landscape 
symbols on the earth's surface. They represent the spatial 
pattern changes of the earth's landscape and are inextricably 
linked with the global ecological environment evolution, climate 
change and the degree of ecological security [3]. Land use and 
land cover have great influence on land ocean interaction, 
ecological environment and climate [4].

Remotely sensed data has been widely used for its application in 
various natural resource management disciplines. With the 
availability of remotely sensed data from different sensors of 
various platforms with a wide range of spatiotemporal, 
radiometric and spectral resolutions has made remote sensing 
as, perhaps, the best source of data for large scale applications 
and study. The exhaustive data provided by remote sensing is 
now serves as an input data for several environmental process 
modeling [5]. The integrated use of remotely sensed data, GPS, 
and GIS will enable consultants and natural resource managers 
and researchers in government agencies, conservation 
organizations, and industry to develop management plans for a 
variety of natural resource management applications [6]. It is a 
potential tool to study change inland cover, forest density, 
coastal morphology, status of reef and biodiversity of islands 
even if, located in remote place.

However, due to the advancement in the remote sensing the 
efficient study of tools for image classification is lagging. 
Individual tool importance is lagging, with this study it will 
direct to the right tools for the analysis. This research will 
provide the information about tools advancement and the 
progress of the individual tool. The bibliographic study was 
conducted to identify the growth of individual tool between 
1990 to 2010 and from 2010 to 2024 based upon the 
per reviewed articles published.
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• Prepare data for analysis
• Spectral libraries
• Target detection
• Mapping unique materials
• Visualization

ERDAS

A vast amount of geospatial data is processed every day by 
Geographic imaging professionals. For the same purpose they 
rely on tool which has added on applications which leads to 
creating more problems rather than solving it. ERDAS 
IMAGINE which was launched in 1978 is the best option to 
overcome this problem as it is user friendly, and application 
based for the purpose of information extraction [41]. This 
ERDAS IMAGINE package grants the user to work on 
geospatial, different imagery and vector data as well. ERDAS is 
capable of handling hyper-spectral imagery and works well for 
LiDAR editing and its classification. It also serves user with the 
most précised Virtual GIS, which is a 3D viewing module and is 
a vector module for displaying. The native language for 
programming in ERDAS is termed as EML (ERDAS Macro 
Language). After, the acquisition of data user can perform 
various operations with the help of ERDAS package including 
data production and conversion, ortho-rectification, data 
compression, balancing the contrast (colors), mosaicking, 
mapping of land cover, capturing as well as updating a feature in 
an image, terrain creation and classification, terrain editing and 
analysis. It also supports spatial type of modeling and one can 
achieve detailed analysis.

Thus, ERDAS IMAGINE tool equips user with a dynamic set of 
tools for executing numerous tasks like geo-correction and its 
analysis, data visualization, and mapping of output. This toolset 
is also equipped with some extended features of IMAGINE 
modules, thus providing more explicit mapping along with 
sensing module and commands for geospatial data processing 
[41]. ERDAS IMAGINE is a customized user-friendly digital 
image processing tool in the professional world. At MRSAC, 
ERDAS IMAGINE is used and scientist is convergent to use this 
professional tool. The ERDAS Image tool performs the 
classification of an image for identification of terrestrial features 
based on the spectral analysis. For classification of the SSC 
image, the multispectral data was used for categorization of 
terrestrial objects, vegetation and shadows of the trees. These are 
two ways to classify pixels into different categories: Supervised 
and unsupervised. The classification of unsupervised data 
through ERDAS Image helped in identifying the terrestrial 
objects in the Study Image. The spectral pattern present within 
the data for each pixel was used as the numerical basis for 
categorization [42]. Used remotely sensed data and elevation data 
to extract and classify bare soil erosion risk areas for a study area 
selected from Hatila Valley Natural Protected Area in 
northeastern Turkey [43]. Used high resolution IKONOS 
imagery to apply land use classification in ERDAS Imagine 9.0.

Image pre-processing is done alike develop comparable 
classification of image removing the unwanted degradation, 
distortion as well as various noises in the system. This pre-
processing includes applying various enhancement techniques to 
improve the quality of image [41].

Following techniques are implemented on the original image:

• Min-Max filter
• Gaussian filter
• Invert filter
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ENVI (The Environment for Visualizing Images)

ENVI tool (The Environment for Visualizing Images) was 
launched in 1994 and is image processing tool. It is developed 
by the sciences of remote sensing using Interactive Data 
Language (IDL). It combines the latest spectral image processing 
and image analysis technology with an intuitive, user-friendly 
interface to help you get meaningful information from imagery. 
It can fast, conveniently, correctly extract information from 
geography and special image data. Therefore, it has been widely 
used in science research, environment protection, meteorology, 
agriculture, mineral and petroleum exploration. Since 
hyperspectral image combines the character of image and 
spectrum, so it is applied in agricultural product quality, food 
safety and nondestructive detection. Built prediction model of 
Chinese pear quality based on hyperspectral imaging technique 
and artificial neural network [2]. Detected the subtle bruises on 
apple using hyperspectral image [33]. Nondestructively detected 
soluble solids content and contamination on navel orange 
surface by hyperspectral laser-induced fluorescence imaging [34–
36]. Fecal contamination on apple, cantaloupes using 
hyperspectral fluorescence imagery was detected [37–39]. 
Detected surface defects on tomatoes by a hyperspectral imaging 
system [40]. In experiment, there are usually tens to hundreds of 
acquired hyperspectral images, and the images need to be 
preprocessed. Although ENVI tool offers interactive computing 
functions of spectral bands and spectrum, the same 
preprocessing of hundreds of images takes considerable time.

ENVI image analysis and processing tool is beneficial for 
everyone from entry level analysts to domain experts. It contains 
many easy-to-use tools that don’t require advanced training and 
education in remote sensing to get actionable results. ENVI 
offers intuitive data visualization, processing, and analysis. ENVI 
was initially developed by imaging experts to process and analyze 
HSI data, and it continues to be the definitive leader in spectral 
analysis. ENVI includes hundreds of spectral image processing 
tools to analyze MSI and HSI data and extensibility options to 
automate your workflows. These tools are based on established, 
scientific methods for spectral analysis using pixel responses at 
different wavelengths to obtain information about the materials 
within each pixel. While initially developed with hyperspectral 
data in mind, most of the analysis tools in ENVI can be applied 
to multispectral data as well.

ENVI work through data calibration, pre-processing, 
atmospheric correction, pan sharpening, orthorectification, and 
image registration. ENVI workflows can be used to detect 
changes and anomalies, measure and extract features, model 
topographic characteristics, and much more.

Typical spectral workflow:
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• Histogram equalization
• Contrasts stretching

ground point detection process, especially in areas where large
buildings are present; a new geographic point sorting option to
speed up rendering and analysis; support for reading and writing
LAZ (LasZip) files with the LAS 1.4 fields; a new option to grid a
point cloud containing RGB values into an image layer; and an
upgraded noise point detection and classification tool [46].

eCOGNITION

eCognition which was launched in 2021 is an image analysis
tool developed by Trimble. It is specifically designed for object-
based image analysis (OBIA), which is an approach to image
classification that focuses on grouping pixels into meaningful
objects or segments rather than classifying individual pixels [47].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The literature was searched using major online databases and
library catalogs: Google Scholar, and Research Gate. The initial
search started in January 2024 with five key words of tool along
with other words like natural resources. For example: “Google
Earth Engine Image Analysis for Natural Resources”, “ENVI
Image Analysis for Natural Resources”, “ERDAS Image Analysis
for Natural Resources”, “Global Mapper Image Analysis for
Natural Resources” and “eCOGNITION Image Analysis for
Natural Resources” which yielded total of almost 20,000
scientific articles. After careful analysis and through search more
words were added, for example: LIDAR, satellite Image while
searching for natural resources. After all, clearing we ended up
around 12837 total articles related to all these tools. We divided
the article publication date into two-time interval from
1990-2010 and 2010-2024. We separated each and made a bar
chart of each individual and their used for image analysis related
to natural resources. Additionally, the reference section of the
previously selected articles was also utilized for more specific
search (Figure 1).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
GEE is effectively paving the road for researchers, scientists, and 
developers to be able to easily extract valuable information from 
big remote sensing datasets without the burdens of traditional 
data analysis methods [48]. Besides all the advantages, it also has 
several limitations, such as limited storage of 250 GBs for each 
user and limited memory to train machine learning algorithms, 
which may push a new user backward [48]. However, it is 
undeniable that GEE presents a novel way of processing 
geospatial data and resolves several big data challenges existed 
for RS researchers. Based on the GEE publication trends, it is
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The computational cost of enhancement techniques cannot be 
predicted as it’s critical to choose a method on real time 
applications. The efficacy of all these methods tested 
individually achieved successfully. The detailed analysis of the 
five methods presented, it is concluded that better results are 
obtained for histogram equalization. After applying this filter, 
the contrast of an image can be adjusted uniformly with the 
help of intensity distribution of histogram. Thus, areas having 
low contrast can gain higher contrast. Also, this method is very 
straightforward and easy. In practice adopt more than one 
method with hybrid approach for improved image enhancement 
results. It has application in monitoring natural resources in 
conflict using an object based multiscale image analysis 
approach [44].

Global mapper

Global mapper which was launched in 2001 is a cutting-edge 
GIS tool that provides both novice and experienced geospatial 
professionals with a comprehensive array of spatial data 
processing tools, with access to an unparalleled variety of data 
formats [45]. Global Mapper's intuitive user interface and logical 
layout help smooth the learning curve and ensure that users will 
be up-and-running in no time. Organizations of any size quickly 
see a significant return on investment brought about by efficient 
data processing, accurate map creation, and optimized spatial 
data management.

Global Mapper offers additional options for export to web tile 
formats creating a series of we-ready raster tiles from the 
currently loaded map data. These exports are compatible with 
common online map formats, such as Google and Bing Maps 
[45]. This export process also generates an accompanying html 
file that is used to display the tiles within the selected format’s 
web interface, complete with the common map navigation and 
layout tools. In a partnership with MangoMap, users can also 
upload map data directly from Global Mapper to an online 
Mango-hosted map site which can be easily shared with 
customers, colleagues, or constituents [45]. Ideally suited for 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) operators, this Pixels-to-Points 
tool effectively transforms simple drone-collected images into a 
3D representation of a project area and provides the raw 
material for the module's expansive classification, DEM creation 
and feature extraction capabilities [46]. It has the new Pixels-to-
Points tool, this powerful utility, currently available as a beta 
release, transforms overlapping aerial images, such as those 
collected by UAVs, into a high-density point cloud. Employing 
the principles of photogrammetry, in which measurements are 
derived from photographs, the Pixels-to-Points tool analyzes the 
relationship between recognizable objects in adjacent images to 
determine the three-dimensional coordinates of points 
representing the corresponding surface. As a by-product of the 
point cloud generation capability, the Pixels-to-Points tool also 
offers the option of creating an orthorectified image, which 
effectively stitches the images together and adjusts them to 
reflect the inherent three-dimensional coordinates [46]. The 
updated version has a functionality like: improvements to the

Figure 1: Articles published using different image analysis 
tools in different time interval. Note: (   ) : 1990-2010; (   ) : 
2010-2024.
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on, while in ENVI the choice is relatively single. In image 
fusion, ERDAS can directly merge two pieces of varying sized 
geographical-referenced images, while ENVI should adjust the 
resolution of one image in accordance with the other before 
doing the fusion algorithm [51].

CONCLUSION

Increasing human population create a stress on natural 
resources, remote sensing and GIS can be used to manage these 
precious limited resources in an effective and efficient manner. 
Geospatial information is quite useful in the identification and 
analysis of factors that affect the utilization of these resources. 
Hence, with the detailed understanding of these factors, sound 
decisions can be arrived at that will ensure the sustainable use of 
natural resources to meet the needs of the current as well as 
future generations. This study shows that the GGE has a better 
development in recent years because of its coverage to large 
geographic area, easy access to the satellite images, multi spectra 
images, user friendly and free of cost and the ENVI for the small 
geographic area, hyper spectra images as it does not require 
coding. The ENVI cost is low compared to ERDAS. People with 
zero skill in coding are better to use ENVI as it cost low 
compared to the ERDAS. Global mapper for the UAV images, 
elevation and 3D modeling. Many articles after 2010 have 
implemented GGE for remote sensing study as it covers vast 
areas, and the use of the global mapper is accelerating for the 
3D image analysis and feature extraction.
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also clear that this platform is becoming more popular not only 
among the remote sensing researchers [48].

ERDAS and ENVI systems, as the mainstream professional 
image processing software systems in remote sensing, have their 
respective advantages and drawbacks. Although the two have 
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geometry processing such as geometry correction, clipping, 
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the quick mapping tool, ENVI is more efficient than ERDAS. 
Annotations in ERDAS must be inserted manually, which is 
relatively complicated. Due to their advantages and drawbacks, 
the workflow of ENVI thematic mapping is a little different to 
the genial design flow chart, mosaic is based on pixels; in image 
fusion, Principle Components Analysis is to get three 
components as RGB values and then do the image fusion with 
SPOT image, as Principle Components Analysis has the 
function of classification, stacking technique is not used to 
display the map as ERDAS [49].

The design style of geometry correction function in ERDAS and 
ENVI software is similar, but the number of points needed for 
the accurate polynomial geometric correction method is 
different [49]. Only six corresponding points are at least needed 
in ERDAS, while ENVI takes at least nine corresponding points, 
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process is time-consuming. On the other hand, ERDAS may do a 
better job, for example, it makes itself more human in 
automatically updating RMS ERROR after a pair of cognominal 
points are added, which is convenient for the user to timely 
change the position of the points based on the change of the 
RMS ERROR, then beginners easily get more accurately 
cognominal points [50]. So, in geometry correction, ERDAS 
software is efficient than ENVI in many key details; while ENVI 
shows better visualization, which is worth ERDAS' reference. 
ERDAS appears more diverse and simpler than ENVI [49]. In 
Mosaic, ERDAS software mainly includes mosaic based on the 
geographical reference, direct mosaic, and mosaic according to 
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lines drawn by users with the area of interest tools, which of 
course provides bigger choice space to users [49]. On the other 
hand, ENVI provides pixel-based and geographic reference-based 
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doesn't provide any automatic algorithm for edge searching, the 
edges must be prepared in advance, if two of image edge 
information is relatively obvious, it is more difficult to get a 
good result for beginners. In clipping, ERDAS also provides 
various tools such as Require Box, area of interest tools and so
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